Attention DNR Timber Purchasers

OCTOBER 2021 TIMBER AUCTION UPDATE #2 — 10/18/2021

October 2021

- The **Solducking** sale in **Olympic Region** has been updated to update the culvert list in the road plan. Effective 10/15/2021
- The **About Time** sale in **Pacific Cascade Region** has been updated to add the following statement to the notice of sale and clause G-060 of the draft contract; effective 10/18/2021:
  The Center for Responsible Forestry appealed the Board’s approval of the “About Time” timber sale to Grays Harbor Superior Court, Cause No. 21-2-00519-14. The parties have agreed to an expedited hearing on the merits, and the Superior Court should issue a decision on the merits of the appeal in March 2022. Please consult an attorney before bidding on this sale if you have questions about the risk of impacts to operability under the contract.
- The **Sekiu Cedar** sale in **Olympic Region** has been added to the October 2021 auction page. Effective 10/7/2021
- The **Big Hollow Salvage** sale in **Pacific Cascade Region** has been added to the October 2021 auction page. Effective 10/18/2021

November 2021

- The **Spittoon Sorts** sale in **Pacific Cascade Region** has been added to the November 2021 auction page. Effective 10/7/2021
- The **Cat Game** sale in **Pacific Cascade Region** has been updated to add additional roads to clause G-310 of the draft contract. Effective 10/13/2021
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All e-mail auction updates are listed on the right column of the webpage of the month’s timber sales.

Subscribe here if you would like to be notified about updates/changes in proposed DNR timber sales. Unsubscribe
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